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Marx and the Scientific Thought of his Time

Oft ist ein Problem schon halb gelöst, wenn die
richtige Methode der Fragestellung gefunden ist.

L. Boltzmann

In a recent stimulating and interesting article, Anneliese Griese has stressed

the relevance of Marx's scientific interests in shaping the definition and ar-
ticulation ofhis major works.r The problem of knowing the scientific sources

of Marx's thought is certainly very important, but it does not seem possible to
reduce it, as Griese seems to do, to the works studied by Max himselfduring
the last period ofhis life, that is to say, between 1870 and 1880. In a certain
way, it is, as a German proverb says, ,,würde der Wagen vor das Pferd
gespannt".

As is well known'?, Marx began to study the science of his time in a methodic
and systematic manner chiefly during his London exile in the beginning of
1851. In fact, he obtained his pass to tlle British Museum Library in June

1850, thereby gaining access to the collections only after this date.

It is therefore in what Marx studied from 1850 till the publication of Das
Kapital, lhat one can find the sources of his inter?retation of the scientific
rationality of the epoch, which at that time was assuming its typical form. It
might be useful to mention, parenthetically, the complexity of that process

and the plurality ofepistemological models at that time in mutual competition.
Certainly, as Griese has pointed out3, the importance ofscientific analogies in
Marx's social analysis is quite clear. Nevertheless, the very multiplicity of
Marx's theoretical sourceso seems to make certain basic aspects of his con-

Cp. A. Griese, Ist das Wissenschaftsverständnis des vorigen Jahrhunderts eine Grenze
der theoretischen Anschauungen von Man?, in: Quellen und Grenzen von Marx' Wissen-
schafuveßtändnis (B€ihäge zur Marx-Engels-Forschung. Neue Folge 1994), Harnburg
1994, S.73-88.
Cp. A. Briggs, Marx irl tandon, London, 1992.
Cp. A. Griese, [st das Wissenschaftsverständnis des vorigen Jahhunderts eine Crenze
der theoretischen Aßchauungen von Marx?, S. 78/79.
Cp. J. Witt-Hansen, Mar,('s Method in Social Science, and its Relationship to Classical
and Modem Physics and Mathematics, in: Poznan Strdies, no. 3, 1977.
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ception problematical, insofar as these sources show quite different concep-
tual tendencies. In reality, contrary to what is generally believed, the Newto-
nian paradigm, so often considered dominant amongst scholars in the nine-
teenth century, showed such a variety ofshadings5 that it is impossible to take
for granted the existence of a univocal scienti{ic rationality.
The same authors studied by Marx, those quoted tkoughout his main works
or mentioned in his conespondence with Engels, reveal a kind of epistemo-
logical pendulum, whose existence announces a process of transition at that
time only beginning to be formulated. Did Marx perceive the crossroads at
which scientific thought of his time had arrived? Was he, in brief, aware of
the then clashing theories? I do not think so. In my opinion, neitler Marx nor
Engels understood what was at stake in that dispute which was in effect a
turning point in scientific methodology: at issue was the fansformation ofthe
internal principles ofthis methodology. Instead ofrecognizing the emergence

of this new rationality, they continually interpreted scientihc thought in a

traditional way, through the materialist standpoint which was at that very
moment being superseded by scientific research.

As indicated by the famous letter to Ludwig Kugelmann6 and by various pas-

sages in Das Kapitafl, Marx was convinced that the laws of nature were both
unvarying and that they had an inner property of matter; that is, an objective
character ofthe physical world8. Engels also believed in such a representation

of science, interpreting our knowledge as a dynamic and changing process of
thought through which we portray, in his own words, ,dre w irkliche Welf'e .

Both conceived nature - following one of the basic scientihc postulates of
their time - as an independent (of any observer) lawlike Order, a rational

Cp. I. B. Cohen (ed.), tsaac NeMon's Papers and L€tters on Natüal Philosophy;
Cambddge University Press, Cahbidge, 1958; I. B. Cohen - R. S. Westfall (eds.),
Newton. Texts. Backgrounds. Corunentades, Norton, New York, 1995; A. Kolr6, Du
monde clos ä I'rmiveN infini, Gallimar( Paris, 1973.
K. Mar,/F. Engels, Werke, Dietz Verlag: Berlin 1958 tr (MEW), Bd. 32, S. 553:

,,Naturgesetze können überhaupt nicht aufgehoben werden". Cp. also T. H. Huxley,
Science Primers, Macmillan, London, 1895, p. 14: ,,To speak of the violatiorq or the
suspensioq ofa Law ofnature is an absuldity [...] A true nah[al law is a universal mle,
and, as such, admits ofno exceptions".
Cp. MEw 23, S. 11-28.
Cp. for example Th. Schwann, Mikoskopische Untersuchungen tiber die Ueber-
einstimmung in der Struktu und dem Wachsthum der Thiere und Pflanzen, Leipzig,
1845, S. 184/85: ,,Wir kennen z. B. die Kraefte, welche in unsem Planetensystem
wirken. Es sind Kraefte, die nach blinden Ges€tzen der Nothwendigkeit wirken, wie alle
physikalischen Ikaeft e".
MEW 20, S. 34 (italics mine) (MEGA, V27, S. 244).
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system of objects aJrd events that manifests and expresses itself through phe-

nomena and tlreir effects. On the other hand, given that the empirical manifes-

tations and appearances of that subsüatum were also making distortions, il-
lusions and misinterpretations of themselves, it was necessary to use one's

capacity of abstraction - that is, conceptual processes and systems of knowl-

edge - to render intelligible the actual form of reality. In any case, it is clear

that they were interpreting the physical world as a self-sufficient and self-

sustaining material context, given from time immemorial, and from which

one could deduce the laws of movement of matter through the activity of our

mind.
This model ofknowledge was completely apart from tlte paradigm which was

coming forth during their epoch. On the contrary, tlle latter was the refutation

of the former, at least to t}le extent that it proceeded beyond the formers

principles. When the open conventionalist-constructivist trend of scientific

thought became predominant, all preceding premises based on materialism

were overthrown and rendered untenable in the explanation of scientific rea-

soning.

Instead of being aware of the intemal complexity of contemporary thought, in
which contradictory tendencies were often present in the work of a scientist
(e. g. Thomas Huxley, who had one foot in the old epistemological model and

the other in the new one), Marx interpreted this paradigm in a unilateral way,

thus barring himself from the comprehension of its incipient metamorphosis.

One can begin with how Marx interpreted some ofthe representatives of tlle
new scientiflc method of reasoning in fieri. One of the distinguished British
scientists of the time, Charles Lyell, was an extremely important source of
Mam's thought. This eminent geologist ofthe early nineteenth century is in a

fact a source of many categories or metaphors used by Marx in his Grun -

drisse der Kritik der Politischen Ökonomietl. The most important of them, I
think, regards what Lyell calls ,,the retrospective order of inquiry"rr.
This method of analysis, so explains Lyell, consists of the following formu-
lation: ,,We advance with securer steps when we begin with the study of the

geological records of later times, proceeding from the newer to the older, or
from the more to the less known. This is the immersion ofwhat might at Jirst
seem to be the more natural order ofhistorical researcht2.

'o cp. MEGa, üt.1 , Berlin 1975.

" Cp. charles Lyell, Principles of Geology, vol. III, The University of Chicago Press,

Chicago, 1991, p. 62 (first published in 1830).
12 ld., Elements of Geology, London, 1865, p. 180; italics mine. It must b€ remembered

that the book was first published in 1838. Cp. morcovs id., L'ancierurct€ de l'homrne
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Lyell's idea, almost certainly is at the origin of Marx's distinction between
the historical appearance of economic categories and their conceptual order
in his mode of explanation. As Marx states: ,,Es wite also unthubar und
falsch, die ökonomischen Categorien in der Folge aufeinander folgen zu las-
sen, in der sie historisch die bestimmenden waren. Vielmelu.ist ihre Reihen-
folge bestimmt duch die Beziehung, die sie in der modemen bürgerlichen
Gesellschaft auf einander haben, und die genau das umgelcehrte vorr dem isl,
was als ihre naturgemässe erscheint oder der Reihe der historischen
Entwicklung enspricht."rr
It is not necessary to insist here on the theoretical significance ofthe last two
sentences. What could be the ,,natural order" or the reverse of the ,,b.istorical
development" of those categories is not tlle matter under question, though it
is surely an intricate one'4. In ris case, the presence ofa real concept and not
merely an analogy in Marx's epistemological method is quite clear. Instead of
a simple likeness between two words or definitions, we have here the use ofa
padicular idea in interpreting society. Much more than a mere influence,
Marx shows us an inner relationship between the fundamental principles ofa
science, namely the new historical Geology founded amongst others by
Lyellt5, and a critical statement ofhis own fundamental research. In this case,
a scientific idea has shaped Marx's discourse.
Another important, though different reference for the understanding of
Marx's conceptual evolution is the research of the great German physiologist
Johannes Peter Müller.lnhis Manuel de Physiologiet6, Marx probably found
the distinction between large-scale and small-scale circulation of capitalt?, a
difference that Müller, from a biological standpoint, borrowed in his tum
from the scientific literatue ofthe timer8. The theoretical significance lies, as

it is well known, in the more subtle analysis of the intrinsic structure of the

plouvd par la geologie, Paris, 1870, pp. I l8/l 19: ,,Dans la revue rdhosp€ctive que nous
venons de faire jusqu'ä p.6sent, [ous avons ötd forcls, pour aller du connu au moins
connu, de rcnversei l'otdre natuel de I'histoire et de padq des fomations l€s plus
rdcenles avant les Dlus anciennes".

'' ulece, rut.t, s. ä2 (italics mine).
ra I have inquired into this intricacy in my book ,,Il cdstallo e l,organismo. Dinamica e

,, shuthua del modo diproduzione capiralistico,., Edizioni putlto Rosso, Milano, 1994.'' Cp. M. Rudwick's l!troducrion to Lyell's Prhciples ofceolo$i, pp. VII-LV.
'" J. Mt ler. Manuel de physiologie, vol. I, Paris, 1845. I am quoting from the only edition

available to me.
17 cp. MEc,t,ü1.2, s.555 and ss.

'8 Cp. J. Mulle.. M*uel de physiologie. vol. I, pp. 127-t48.
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total circulation elaborated by Marx. This analysis was used by him to investi-

gate the different functions ofthe threefold character ofthe circulation ofcapital.

Even in this circumstance, tlen, we have the active embodiment of an ana-

tomical category in a particular economic context, even though through it,
Marx is describing a completely different object. The outstanding aspect of
this interiorization, of course, is not the pale similarity between blood circu-

lation in a living organism and the correlate functioning of capitalist econ-

omy. It pertains rather to the intrinsic assimilation of that distinction into a
specific system of knowledge which describes a certain matter, changing in
this way its original meaning.

In other words, every time Marx uses a definite scientific term or idea, no

matter whether borrowed fiom biology, geology, or any other science of that

time, he both embodies it in his discourse and transforms it into something

distinct and functional to the development ofhis line ofreasoning'e. This oc-
curs also with regard to the two most important images of scientific rational-
ity, which provided Marx with a solid basis for his entire work.
The first one is the well known thesis conceming the difference between the
immanent laws ofcapit list production and their appearance as coercive laws

of competition. As Marx says: ,,Die allgemeinen und nothwendigen Tenden-

zen des Kapitals sind zu unterscheiden von ihren Erscheinungsformen."2o In-
deed, to be exact, ,,l9issenschaftliche Analyse der Konkurrenz ist nur
möglich, sobald die innere Natur des Kapitals begriffen ist, ganz wie die
scheinbare Bewegung der Himmelskörper nur dem verständlich, der ihre
wirkliche, aber sinnlich nicht wahmehmbare Bewegung kennt."2r

This statement recalls quite clearly the classical scientific authors studied by
Marx". At the same time, it becomes a basic idea for his analysis of society,

since Marx will use this feature to point out the main characteristic of the

re cp. for instance his Grundrisse, (MEGA' IVl.2, S. 368), with C. Lyell, Elements of
Geology, pp. 1-9, p. 180, pp. 768-772. Marx, in any case, uses scie ific results, as well
as world literature (cp. for exarnple S. S. Prawer, Karl Marx and World LiteratuIe,
Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1976), as pictures o! metaphors of certail aspects of
the capitalistic society. On the other hand, it must not be forgotGn thal Marx, often finds
in those resu.lts a proof of his researches, a coofirmation of them, showing us the double
bond that he establishes with science.

20 K. Mai'x, Das Kapitat. Eßter Band, Hambug 1872, in MEGA: M, S. 314.

" Ibid.
22 Cp. J. witt-Hanse.r, Marx's Method in Social Science, and its Relationship to Classical

and Modem Physics and Mathematics, already mentioned (note 4).
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capitalistic mode of production23, that is its twofold articulation2a. Even in
this case then, a scientihc proposition becomes the basis for an inquiry into
the social system.

The second image is the difference between the ,,intemal organisation" ofthis
society and its §?ical ,,rnodes of existence" in the phenomena or Erschein-
ungsforuen of economic [ife. Even if these two images could appear very
similar, or even identical, their real nature is quite distinct. They are in fact
inferred from two different scientific postulates, each of them describing two
different meanings which are themselves two specific interpretations of
physical reatity.

The thesis concerning the distinction between apparent and real motion ofthe
heavenly bodies stresses the active role of theory in clarifuing the real causes

of celestial dynamics: its first aim is a corect explanation of the sensible
world. The latter's appearances, as a matter of fact, reverse the effective
course of the phenomena as much as they deceive our empirical sensations,
distorting our description of nature and making impossible in this way an

actual comprehension of its intrinsic mechanism. If the human sensory per-
ceptions are subordinate to illusions and misunderstandings, then only the
hypothetical and conjectural activity of the mind can avoid such limits
through a rational reconstruction ofthe functioning ofthe system25.

The otler image or thesis, on the contrary, has its roots in the essential
dogrta, as Planck later will define if6, of the nineteenth century scientific
thought. It is very well explained by T. H. Huxley, a leading scientist of that
time and well known to Marx. Huxley, in fact, maintains that nature pos-
sesses an,,invariable order"27, an intemal rationalitfs which is known to us
through the effects or phenomena or events observable in reality. These
groupings of facts2e are the elements through which our mind becomes aware
of that order, through which we can perceive and organize the constancy of

! Cp. for example MEG# IU6, S. 500: ,,Daß in der Encheinung die Dinge sich oft
verkehrt darstellen, ist ziemlich ih allen lyissenschafte, bekannt, außer in der
politischen Oekonomie" (italics mine).

2n Cp. MEw t3, s.46 (MECA, Il,2, s. 132138):,die bürgerliche ökonomie, die in der
Tiefe ganz anders aussieht, als sie auf der Oberfläche scheint".

25 Cp. J. Losee, A Historical Introduction to the Philosophy ofscience, 3 ed., rev. and enl.,
Oxford Univers§ Press, Oxford, 1993, W. 45 and ss; L B. Cohen - R. S. Westfall
(eds.), NeMon, pp. 126-143.

26 Cp. M. Planck. Scienlific Aurobiography and Orher Papers. New York, 1949.
" T. H. Huxley, Science Pimers, p. 14.
23 Cp. id.. Metiod and Resula. Macmillan. London. 1893. p. 60.
'?e cp. id., science Prime6, p. 28.
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the material world in a system of knowledge, in a definite ftame of concePts.

The appearances or forms of manifestation of the intrinsic order of nature

(from light to heat, from friction to electricity) are therefore the essential

features that enable us to interpret the regularity ofevents. In this interpreta-

tion, we never grasp the inner substratumro of natural objects but only the

phenomena that express and represent to our senses and intellect, natue's
determinism. Though the latter is the ontological foundation of what exists,

tlle former are the only aspects or properties of matter we can knovy'r.

This epistemological point ofview was not, at tiat time, isolated or confined

to a single held of scientiflrc research. The same view, on the contrary, was

shared, and probably for the first time plainly enunciated at the beginning of
the Victorian epoch by William Whewell. This mathematician and historian
of science was equally persuaded that ,,the existence of the cause is known
only by the effects it produces"r2. Generally speaking, according to Whewell,

,,the true order of nature"I, ,,the essential nature and real connexions of
things"3a, appear and manifest themselves to us in the phenomena of experi-
ence, in that sensible sphere of,,scattered facts"r5 and inte[elat€d events t}tat

we call the real world.
The intrinsic connexion of things ,,is to be conceived as some abstract qual-
ity, power, or effrcacy, by which change is produced; a quality not identical
with ttre events, but disclosed by means of them"r6. Every time we observe

external objects, or ratler the physical world, we presuppose a kind of foun-
dation, a principle of existence that enables us to ,descend below t}re surface

of phenomena to their causes and origins"3?. As Whewell put it: ,,Behind or
under the appearances which we see, we conceive something of which we
think; or to use the metaphor which obtained currency among the ancient
philosophers, the attributes and qualities which we observe are supported by

30 Cp. id., Method and Results, p.60. Cp. also id., Discourses: Biological and Geological,
Macmillan, tandon, I 908.l' This was a commonly held idea in the nineteenth cenhfy. Cp, for instance J. Müller,
l,ehrbuch der Physik, Vieweg, Braunschweig, 1847, pp. 14; W. R. Grove, Con€lation
des forces physiques, Paris, 1867. The same way of thinking was widespread in the

. works of Büchner, Haeckel, atrd Moleschott as well, all scientists of whom Mart had

,- direcl knowledge.
rz W. Wlewell. Theory of Scienlific Method. Hacker! Indianapolis, t989, p. 8l .

" tbid., p. r45.

'o tbid., p. 247.

" ld.. The Philosophy of the lnductive Sciences, vol. I, Cass, London, 1967, p.488 (firsr
published in 1840).

" Ibid.. p. 177.

" rbid, p.247.
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and inlrerent in something: and this something is hence called, a substratum ot
substance, - that which stands beneath the apparent qualities and supports
them."r8

This intemal base is clearly the regularity or causality of facts and the inner
lawlike nature of events; it is what explains their systemic unity and the
complexity of matter. Wlewell's discourse does not, however, imply any ref-
erence to a metaphysical intelligent Author ofthe Universe, a Supreme Archi-
tect shaping reality. On the contrary, we immediately recognize Whewell to
do a,,realist"3e. In his opinion,,things are different from ourselves and inde-
pendent ofus"@, though they are not separated from our mind.
In any case, it is self-evident that the above mentioned deeply rooted basic
ideas were a cornmon axiom, or to be exact, a basic paradigm of all nine-
teenth century science. One can find them even in the works of Boltznann,
Mach or J. Herschelar. The same interpretative model, on the other hand, is at
work in many ofEngels' essays as well, ctlefTy in his Diatektik der Natura2.
At the same time, the complex development of that form ofrationality shows
us two other tendencies not taken into account by Marx, but surely present in
that system of knowledge.
Especially Huxley and Whewell, had sketched out a new way to look at the
relationship between the physical world and the processes ofthought. Even if
Huxley apparently stresses a traditional standpoint, namely in the belief in
,,the objective existence of a material world.,a3, where he makes a distinction
between laws and an order of nature«. This represents a major shift. In fact,
,,the laws ofnature are not the causes ofthe order of nature, but only our way

r8 Ibid., p. 406. You can find the same concept in Huxley,s Method and Results, p. 60: ,Jt
is assumed that the phenomeoa which are comprehended under this oa^i hure u
,,subsbatum" of extended, impenetr.dble, mobile substance, which exhibits the quality
known as inenia, ard is termed matter...

r§ Cp. Bun's lnrroduction !o Theory ofscienrific Method, p. 29.* W. Whewell. The Philosophy ofthe Inductive Sciences. vol. I, p. I7.or Cp. for example F- Macll Pri.nciples of the 1heory oi Heati iristorically and critically
elucidäted, Reidel, Dordlecht, 1986; L. Boltznann, Theoretical physics and
Philosophical koblems, Reidel, Dordrech! 1974; J. Herschel, A preliminary Discourse

.^ on the Srudy ofNatura.l Philosophy. London- 1830.
"' Cp. MEGA, y26. I cannot here dwell on this complex text which would require an essay

by itself On this subject read A. criese and G. pawelzig's aticle: Frijrich Engels,

"Dialektik 
der Natul': eine vergleichende Studie zur Edirioosgeschichte, in: MEGA-

Studien. 1/1995. S. 33-60.{} T. H. Huxlsy. Melhod a-nd Results. D. 60.4 The same idea was previously formulated by Whewell: cp. Theory of Scienti.fic Method,
pp. 177 -185, pp. 247 -249, pp. 335-337 .
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of stating as much as we have made out ofthat order,45. Insofar as tllose laws
are ,,statements'i or,,assertions" made by us, they are simply ,,ltypothesis,a6 or
,,rules"a7 through which we try to leam or to explain ,,the code of nature [...]
the customary order ofevents"as.
If in this way, our knowledge could seem derived lrom experience, - for in
general, ,,natural laws express the general course of nature..ae and,,are induc-
tions from observation and experiments,.so -, in reality, continues Huxley,
,,the practical results of science are the products of deductive reasoning from
tltese general rules"sr. The method called by him ,,the invention of verifiable
hypothesis", and the ,,anticipation of nature.,, is in opposition to the
,,Baconian induction" and searches,,to go beyond facf., giving to the activity
of mind, in this way, an active role52. Historically, in Huxley,s opinion, ,,men
have gradually leamed to lay aside the consideration of unverifiable hypothe_
ses; to guide observation and experiment by verifiable hypotheses; and to
consider the latter, not as ideal truth, the real entities of an intelligible world
behind phenomena, but as a symbolical language, by the aid of which Nature
can be interpreted in terms apprehensible by our intellects,,i3.
Insofar as science has become aware of the conventional character of its
postulates and assumptions5a, it is by now clear that all our knowledge is
founded basically on the theoretical activity ofthe mind, or more precisely on
tlle processes of thought elaborated by our rationality. The so called extemal
world, the phenomena of Nature, and even our perceptible sensations55, take
their intelligible form only through our own systems ofideas. From this point
of view, declares Huxley, concluding his remarks in a resolute constructivist
way, it is selfevident ,,that all our knowledge is a knowledge of states ofcon_
sciousness. ,,Matter" and ,,Force,, are, as far as we can know, mere names for
certain forms of consciousness.,56. The physical world, as Huxley has re_

at T. H. Hurley, Science Primers. pp. l.l/14.
rDlo., pp. o/-/J.

o' Ibid..pp. r8/19, p. 25.
aB ßid., p. 15.
o' Ibid.. o. t4.
to ruia., p. ta.
5r Ibid.: irati". -in.
5'2 Cp. ibia., pp. 60-65. According to Huxley, moreover, this idea expresses the historical
., progress of science. the way through which it develops its ,,approximation to the huth.,.'' lDtd., p.6J.
54 Cp. ibid., pp. I58-163.

') Cp. ibid., pp. 205-2 fi, w.2J9-244.
'" tbid.. p. r9J.

Marx and the Scientific Thought of his Time
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minded us, remains a distinct, sensorial context, but it cannot play any role in

the definition of our concepts because they are constructed only by our men-

tal reflection: ,,Thus it is an indisputable truth t}Iat what we call the material

world is only known to us under the forms ofthe ideal world"5?.

Clearly, the latter will be always ,,verihed by experience"58, but the former

will remain only an empirical background without any function in shaping

our logical framework. ,,,A.ll the phenomena ofNature - states Huxley - are, in

their ultimate analysis, known by us only as facts of consciousness"te.

If here one of the basic principles of nineteenth century science has been

abolished - namely, the sense oriented origin of our ideas -, in Whewell's

conceptual framework there is another, and deeper shifting of a paradigm. In

his opinion, as a matter of fac! reality and mind, experience and thoughts,

phenomena and human rationality, are not opposites or terms which can be

even separated; in fact, ,,neither of the two elements of our knowledge is, or

can be, anterior to the other"@. On the conüary, they are ,,coordinate in the

development of human mind"6r.

The physical world cannot represent a system of objects pre-existent to or

actually independent from us. In Whewell's words: ,,There are, as we have

already seen, no special attdbutes of Theory and Fact which distinguish them

from one another. Facts are phenomena apprehended by the aid of concep-

tions and mental acts, as Theories also are."6'z

Here, we clearly have not only a refutation of the main concept of every

philosophical realism; together with this Whewell negates another comer-

stone of nineteenth century philosophy of science, namely the extemal rcla-

tionship between the mind and the world. The contrary is true: experiences

and events ,,are implied in our ideas: [...] In order to be used in reasoning,

sensation must become observation; and, as we have seen, observation al-

ready involves reasoning. In order to be connected by our ideas, sensations

must be things or objects, and things or objects already ,, clude ideas"63 .

57 lbid.
58 lbid., p. tt6.
5e Ibid., p. l9a.
60 W. Wlewell, Theory ofScientific Method, p. 66.
6l Ibid.; cp. also ibid., p. 70: ,,4s we have already said, ideas and facrs can rcver be sepamted.

Ou! ideas calmot be exercise-d and developed in any other form than in their combination
with facts, and therefor€ the hials, corections, contoveßies, by *füch lhe nBtter of our
knowledge is collected is also the only way in which the form of it c€n be dghdy fashioned."t Ibid., p. 176.

63 Ibid., p. 61; it li". mine. Whewell explains his thought many times: ,,1 remark ärther,
ihat since iü every act ofknowledge, observation or perception, both the elements ofthe
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We can synthesize Whewell's complex conception in three main points: 1) mind
and real§ are ,pecessarily co-existenf'fl; 2) they are at the same time recipro-
cally intemal to one another: ,,Facts itwolve ThoughS, for we know Facts
only by thinking about them"65; 3) in this connection, finally, the primacy
pertains to the mind activity, for only our ,,primary intetlectual Code..6 can
give a definite order to our limited experience6?.

In this complex model of knowledge, naturally, the sensible objects of the
physical world ,,are not produced by the mind,,68, as Whewell explains, ,,there
must be something besides, oz which the thought is exerted,,6e. Given this
premise, it is clear that our conceptual systems are chiefly distinct from the
material ocean of sensations in which we are bathed. As Whewell states:

,,though Sensation and Ideas are necessarily united in alt our knowledge, they
can be considered as distincl and this distinction is the basis of all philoso-
phy conceming knowledge"To.
This is a truly new insight, a completely original epistemological category. It
is quite different from the foregoing tradition, to the extent that it establishes
a new correlation - literally anticipating the thought of our centuy - between
the mind and facts. From that point on, one can state with Whewell both that
,,the Ideas are incorporated with the sensations..Tr, and that ,,all our knowl-
edge consists in the relation of our ideas,.72; moreover, this can be aflirmed
without any fear of being accused of disguised idealism. It is clear, in fact,
that the mind autopoietic activity, to use a modem category?3, presupposes a
solid sensible ground for its conceptual practice. Nevertheless, when it un_
folds its logical processes, that is, its differentiated systems of knowledge, it

fundamental antithesis are involved, and involved in a manner inseparable even in our
conceptiom, it must always be possible to derive one of these elements ftom the other,
if we are satisfied to accept, as prcof of such derivation, that one always co_exirrs with

., and implies the other." (bid., p. 62: iralics mine).* Tte Philosophy oflnducrive Sciences. vol. II. p- 676.
ö5 lbid., vol. I, p. 24, p. 44.6 lbid.. vot. It. D. 678.
o' Cp. ibid.. p. f08. pp. 245-254; vot. lt. pp. 49150.
'" Cp. ibid.. p. 26: vol. [. p. 379. p. 6j6:..We caluror but suppose that exisl.ence is

something diffelent fiom our klol,ledge ofexistence: - that whiil exists, does not exist
merely in our knowing üat it does'..

'Ibid-
7o lbid.. p. 3+.

" Ibid., p.40; ilalics mine.
72 id., Theory of Scientific Method. D. 65.
?3 Cp. E. von Glasecfeld 'Ihe ConsÄrction of I«Dwled8e, Inters)st€ms publications, Salinas

(U.S.A.), 1 988; H. R. MatuEna - F. J. Varel4 Autopoiesis and iognitiorl Reidel, DordrEch!
l9t0; F. J. varel4 Principles ofBiological AutonoÄn North HoI;d, N; yoik, 1179.
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is simply developing its intemal and dynamic nature through which our

thought knows only itself better and better. As Whewell says: ,,The nature of
science is purely intellectual; knowledge alone is her object"Ta.

Whewell's discourse, as well as Huxely's, is not a solitary one. On the con-

trary, it gives voice to a tendency widespread in nineteenth century scientific

thought. It is not fortuitous that Whewell refers to the studies of Johannes

Müller, the celebrated physiologist of his time75, from which he borrows

some important notions. Müller had in fact theorized a kind of knowledge in

which our apprehension of the physical world is above all a deductive proc-

ess: a knowledge ofthe empirical objects which comes primarily through our

active conceptual practice, through a logical elaboration of a set of ideas'6. If
our mind is in contact with an extemal world, the percePtion ofit is always a

process t}tat occurs inside our body or in our consciousness, in our mental

activityTT. A similar point ofview is stated moreover by Jakob Schleiden, the

formder of cell theory, well known to Marx78.

These epistemological guidelines, without doubt influenced by KantD, are

obviously very important to the extent that they result from the specific, pro-

fessional point of view of many scientists. Having not been derived from

phitosophyso it is a kind of ,,view from within" which reveals the actual ra-

tionality ofscience, and in this resides its significance.

The real prominence of these tendencies in shaping the internal structure of
scientific reasoning became evident at the end of the nineteenth century,

when those latent propensities received their finished form in eminent scien-

tists such as Poincard, Eddington, Jeans, amongst many others8r. Thrcugh the

7a W. Whewell, The Philosophy oflnductive Sciences, vol, II, p. I12.
75 cp. ibid., vol.l, pp.589-618.
?6 

J. Müller, Manuel de physiologie, vol. II, p. 259.
7? cp. ibid., vol. I, pp. 663/64.

'E Cp. J. Schleider, I-a plaDte et sa vie, Paris, 1859, p, 8. Cp. also J. Mllller, Manuel de

physiologie, vol. II, pp. 494-510. This same tendency was commoo to Du Bois-
ReymoDd, Mach, BoltananrL von Helmholtz, A. Wutz, among others.

7e Cp. for instance T. H. Huxley, Method and Results, pp. 158-165, pp. 178-194, pp. 243-
246; J. MiIIer, klrbuch der Physik, p. 4: ,,Nur der aeussere, nicht der innere

Zusammenhang karm durch die Erfahflng gefiDden werden. Über die irmercn Ursachen
der Erscheinungen, ueber das Wesen der Ikaefte, welche sie hervorbdngei, koemen
wir nur Vermuthungen, Htwthesen, aufsletlen". Cp. also J. Liebig, Induction rmd
Deduction, Akademische Rede, Mtlnchen, 1865, pp. 7-9.

80 Cp. for instance A. S. Eddington, New Pathways in Science, Cambridge University
kess, Cambridge, 1935, pp. 281-284.

3t Cp. H. Poincare, la valeur de ta sciencE, FlarDrnarior! Paris, 1905; id., I-a scierce et

I'hnothCse, Flammarioru Puis, 1902; id., Science ei mCdrcde, Flamll|arion, Pais 1908; A
S. Eddingtoi, Philosophy of Phpical Scierrce, Cambridge Universfu Press, Cmbsidge,
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works ofthese scholars a paradigm begins to form that is still in progress; at
the same time the ontological model, apparently dominant since Newton's
time - the so-called realistic point ofview - comes to an end.
Compared to the stressed conventional propenss of today's science82, tlle
,,rnodeme Materialismus"3r theorized by Engets has, in Eddington,s words,
,rnelted into shadovl44 with the fading in the twentieth century, ofany ontolo5/
or realist point ofvievy'5. Nothing could be more distant from the episremologi-
cal standpoint ofMarx and Engels than contemporary scientific method.
Nevertheless, Marx's analysis of capitalism remains a vital instrument of re_
search in the interpretation of society. It was, in any case, developed in a
relatively independent way compared with its examination of science (even
if, as we have seen, several scientific concepts are an inner part ofhis theory).
Moreover, the study ofthe capitalist mode ofproduction required from Marx
a different system of ideas, that is, a specific set ofconcepts for the represen_
tation of its distinctive, historically determined, social structure. Distinguish_
ing the two objects under inquiry, nineteenth cenhry science and capitalistic
society - allows us to appreciate the richest part of Marx's thought, where his
conceptions reveal tlle intrinsic way that this social system functions. But this
is quite another question.
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